
12/6                                                10a-1p 
KMS #         Razor Cutting
Taught by:  Danielle Parlato       $100

Virtual EducationSURFACE CLASSES

11/29                                           10a-1p 
KMS #         Razor Cutting
Taught by:  Danielle Parlato     $100

GOLDWELL NEW YORK
 WINTER 2021 EDUCATION SCHEDULE

11/8                                   9:30a-12:30p
Color 100 - Colorance
Taught by:  Alex Slocum              $25

ROCHESTER

December

November

December

To sign up:  www.goldwellny.com/education or contact your Salon Consultant

BUFFALOALBANY BINGHAMTON 

CLASS LIMIT 6 November NovemberNovember

POUGHKEEPSIE

December

November

12/13                                            10a - 1p
KMS Braids & Texture        
Taught by:  Rachel Mastin             $50

December

11/8                                      1:30p-4:30p
Color 101 - Topchic
Taught by:  Alex Slocum              $25

Treatment Pop Up Shop Cutting It Up
DATE: 11.15.21
TIME:  11-3 est

 

Holiday Styling Pop Up Shop

DATE: 12.13.21
TIME: 11-12 est

COST: Complimentary
DESCRIPTION:

Join Artistic Ambassador Dawn McKee for this
1 hour Holiday styling. Learn quick updo tricks

and glamour finishing perfect for the
Holidays.

 

11/29                                            10a-4p
Goldwell Defining Winter Blondes
Taught by:  Alex Slocum             $150

12/13                                              10a-1p
Goldwell Shullet - Shag & Mullet
Metamorphosis!
Taught by:  Rob Burgio                $100

12/6                                              10a-4p
Goldwell Defining Winter Blondes
Taught by:  Tiffany Schueler      $150

11/15                                            10a-1p
Surface Hands-on Color - New
Earth
Taught by:  Natalie Wickman   $100

                                       

DATE: 11.1.21
TIME: 11-12 est

COST: Complimentary
DESCRIPTION:

Join Artistic Ambassador Dawn McKee for this
1 hour Treatment class featuring the Surface

Treatments and Color Additives
REGISTRATION: 

surface-hair-
education.ticketleap.com/surface-

treatments-and-color-additives-pop-up-shop/
 

COST: $125 Includes Mannikin/Workbook 
DESCRIPTION:

Join Artistic Ambassador Dawn McKee for this 3
hour Cutting Class Learn 3 Haircuts that

feature Compression cutting, texture and
disconnection

REGISTRATION:
Surface-education-2021.ticketleap.com/cutting-

it-up/
 
 

11/29                                           10a - 1p 
Goldwell Elumenation
Taught by:  Bree Bishop                $50

11/15                                            10a-4p      
Goldwell Fire It Up! Brilliant Reds &
Coppers                         
Taught by:  Bree Bishop              $150

12/6                                              10a-1p
KMS Social Style 
Taught by:  Clair Cioch                  $50

11/1                                               10a-1p
Surface Hands-on Cutting - New
Earth Collection
Taught by:  Natalie Wickman    $100

11/8                                                10a-4p
Retro Shag (The Wolf) - Hands-on
Taught by:  Ana Grisi                     $150

11/1                                              10a-4p
Goldwell Fire It Up! Brilliant Reds &
Coppers
Taught by:  Ana Grisi                   $150

11/8                                              10a-1p 
Goldwell Elumenation
Taught by:  Tiffany Scheuler        $50

11/8                                              , 10a-1p 
Goldwell Elumenation
Taught by:  Mary Alexander        $50

11/15                                             10a-1p
Surface Hands-on Cutting - New
Earth Collection
Taught by:  Amanda Wojick      $100

12/13                                            10a-1p
Surface Hands-on Cutting - New
Earth Collection
Taught by:  Natalie Wickman    $100

REGISTRATION: 
surface-hair-education.ticketleap.com/holiday-

styling-pop-up-shop/

SYRACUSE

 
Salon Aurora 
304 1st Street

Liverpool  13088

12/13                                            10a-4p
Goldwell Defining Winter Blondes
Taught by:  Bree Bishop            $150

Topchic & Colorance Revealed
DATE:  12.13.21

TIME:  10-12
 COST:  Complimentary

    Taught by:  Marge Binner    
DESCRIPTION:

Experience the world of Topchic &
Colorance.  Gain confidence using semi,
demi & permanent hair color effectively
within the Goldwell Service Cycle.  Learn

the tips and tricks that make Goldwell the
perfect partner to all of your hair color

needs.  There will also be some discussion
on grey coverage .

     

GOLDWELL CLASS
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SURFACE HANDS-ON CUTTING NEW EARTH
COLLECTION:

Three hours of hands on trend cutting with Surface
Featuring our New Earth Collection!! You will leave
this class with the steps to create a natural,‘lived
in’ one length hair cut (The Edge) and a modern bob
line (Windswept) with razor broken edges. Both
haircuts include the most sought after style of
2021, the Curtain Bang! 
Tools to Bring: Shears, Razor, Cutting combs,
Sectioning Clips, Salon Towel, Water Bottle

KMS CLASS: #        RAZOR CUTTING:
Fall in Love with razor cutting as you create the most sought
after look of  2021 - "The Wolf - the lived in shag” .  You will
create a very wearable version of this trend with the razor.
Then create a more “rock-n-roll” version utilizing dry scissor
cutting techniques. This is a program packed with incredible
techniques that you will not want to miss out on!

Colorance is the ammonia-free option for all your
color needs! From color balancing to grey
coverage, lowlighting to toning this program will
help build your color business and provide you
with knowledge to utilize all Colorance options.

GOLDWELL COLORANCE - COLOR 100:

 
 

Explore all the options of Topchic! From grey
coverage to changes in level, tone and
lightening – create amazing results. Use the
Blueprint for Formulation to produce perfect
end results Learn how to incorporate Topchic
Effects and Elumenated Shades into your
formulas.   

                     

GOLDWELL TOPCHIC - COLOR 101:

KMS SOCIAL STYLE:

KMS HANDS-ON BRAIDS & TEXTURE:
In this class we will  demonstrate quicker more
efficient updos with no hot tools.   Use only clips
and products incorporated with braiding and
twisting.  Create the look of curled textured hair
without the extra time or damage to the hair.  
 Achieve the most popular textured "unplugged"
looks.  

Tools to Bring:  Rubber bands, bobby pins,  duck bil l
clips & smaller metal clips,  rat tail  combs & teasing
brush.  Mannequin heads available for the class.                                                                          

DEFINING WINTER BLONDES:
Have you heard the term Reverse Balayage?
Would you like to learn how to create this
technique quickly and beautifully? Please join
one of our expert Goldwell educators and turn
those “too blonde” summer blondes into
gorgeous dimensional blondes. * SEE BELOW

FIRE IT UP!  BRILLIANT REDS AND
COPPERS:
Channel all those beautiful red & copper tones
as you create the most stunning dimensional
color. In this program you will learn how to
formulate the perfect red and copper shades
along with the techniques to create the perfect
look. In this hands-on program you will take
your mannequin head from boring brown to a
fabulous new Red/Copper look * SEE BELOW

SHULLET - SHAG & MULLET METAMORPHOSIS! 

The collaboration of the modern shag and the mullet combined into
one. Introducing the Shullet! Using graduation, disconnection &
customized fringe techniques. Break the mold & get inspired
creating the Shullet. 
Tools to Bring:   Scissors, Texture shears, Razor,  Comb, Clips,
Denman or mini paddle brush, Flat iron  or curling iron.

 

Tools to bring: Scissors, Razor with a fresh blade, cutting comb
water bottle, medium size round brush, blowdryer, flat iron

*Tools to Bring for Color Classes: Apron, towels, sectioning clips
spray bottle, Styling tools: blow dryer,Curling/Flat iron, round

brush & paddle brush 

GOLDWELL ELUMENATION:
Elumenation is the art of adding extraordinary
color brilliance and shine to every color.  
Are you making the most of the Topchic and
Colorance @Elumenated Shades?  Are you still
wondering about @Pure Pigments?  If you
answered YES to either or both, this program
is for you!

A unique experience where you will learn social media
marketing tips for the modern stylist with any level of
experience and finish out with a demo of a trend hair
style (cut or upstyle). DEMO CLASS

We look forward
to seeing you next

year

Retro cuts are the seasons hottest trends still, stepping
in with a soft shag look wearable for many hair
textures.  Learn to create a shag look with a scissor
using easy to follow sectioning and styling.  Pair it with
a bold new color trend using block coloring techniques
to give a pop for this fall.

RETRO SHAG - THE WOLF:

Tools to Bring:  Scissors, Two cutting combs, 6 clips,
Vent brush or Denman brush, Round brush, Diffuser
(optional) & Foil comb 


